A current controversy in stem cell research was published on the BBC website recently.[@b1-sccaa-3-103] Some stem cell researchers have said that "they believe a small group of scientists is effectively vetoing high quality science from publication in journals".[@b1-sccaa-3-103] They strongly suspected some reviewers to be deliberately sending back negative comments or asking for unnecessary experiments. *Nature* editor, Dr Philip Campbell, has said that "this idea is utterly false".[@b1-sccaa-3-103]

Although this accusation is very difficult to prove, such assumptions should be examined with great attention. One reason for this attention is because these accusations are coming from established experts in the field, and their opinions carry more weight than those coming from unknown researchers. The second reason for attention is that these accusations concern the field of stem cell work, and more specifically the feld of induced pluripotent stem cells, which has accelerated from zero to "headlong rush" in under three years.[@b2-sccaa-3-103]

Research on induced pluripotent stem cells is promising for regenerative medicine and its consequence is the injection of a lot of money into laboratories -- which is a good thing -- but this cash flow generates increasing appetites in turn, and these excesses constitute a potential problem.

To counter this research bias, a proposition has been made that a paper should be published together with its reviews and author responses available on the Internet as supplementary material. I think that this proposition has the great merit to be simple and probably very efficient. Indeed, one can imagine that a reviewer will take more care with his/her comments in the knowledge that they will be published alongside the paper.

*Nature*'s editor said "he envisaged practical obstacles"[@b1-sccaa-3-103] around this proposition, but didn't mention what they were. Monica Bradford, executive editor of *Science*, seems more open to the proposition, but her journal's policy is to continue "to preserve the confidentiality of reviewer's comments".[@b1-sccaa-3-103]

While the convention in medical publishing tends towards anonymous and confidential comments, I don't really understand why the editors of these journals are so negative towards this proposition, which is full of good sense.
